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Struggling with supersized storage

Phishing scams likely, warns DHS

Shrinking budgets and swelling data demands send IT managers on a
search for more efficient storage.
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Computerworld - Tasty Baking Co. produces more than 4.8 million cakes,
doughnuts, cookies and pies each day. And the Philadelphia-based snack
food giant also manages to generate another crucial commodity -computer data -- in equally impressive amounts. "It's something to be
concerned about," says Brendan O'Malley, Tasty Baking's vice president
and CIO.
Like a growing number of businesses worldwide, Tasty Baking is facing a
data explosion. The use of e-mail and rich media applications plus the need
to stay on top of regulatory compliance are stretching storage resources to
the limit at a time when budgets are shrinking. Handling rapidly spiraling
storage needs without spending tons of money is a challenge that's facing
just about all IT managers. O'Malley crystallizes the need into a single
phrase: "More space for the money."
To get a handle on storage demands, IT managers need to carefully
examine internal storage practices, use specialized software tools and find
appropriate storage systems for various kinds of data. Andrew Reichman,
an analyst at Forrester Research Inc., says that they must look first at the
two best ways of cutting storage costs. "One is using more-dense drives,
and the other is reducing your footprint," he says.
Footprint reduction is relatively easy, says Reichman, asking, "Can you use
the Delete key?" But David Hill, founder of The Mesabi Group, a storage
management consultancy in Westwood, Mass., notes that many
businesses, particularly those in regulated industries, are scared stiff of
deleting anything other than spam. "There are a lot of legal reasons, tax
reasons," he says. "You have to be careful about how you go about getting
rid of data."

Fixed vs. Fluid
Although managers may be reluctant to flush files, they can bring greater
efficiency and cost savings to their storage processes by organizing data
more efficiently. Hill recommends separating fixed content -- e-mails,
boilerplate documents and other rarely modified files -- from active archives
that contain more fluid types of data, such as transactional data.
Hill notes that many
businesses
unthinkingly use
costly, highperformance Fibre
Channel storage
environments for both

Virtual Storage Headaches
What is the top challenge related to storage for your virtual
server environment?
Maintaining high performance: 23%
Completing backups on time: 19%
Efficiently managing storage capacity: 14%

Elgan: How Apple will kill cable TV

Storage White Papers
Data Growth and Protection: Addressing the
Challenge
How does your organization deal with the data deluge?
This white paper explores new research that gets to the
heart of the challenges...
Cut the cost of a tech refresh: HP 3PAR Thin
Technologies
HP 3PAR® Utility Storage is the only storage platform
to offer next-generation thin technologies that can save
you up to 60% on the...
Evaluating Storage Technologies for Virtual Server
Environments
Within IT, some ideas have received significant
marketing buzz and mindshare. Perhaps the most
significant recent impact has come from server
virtualization, which...
HP's Converged Storage: A Vision for Emerging
Customer Requirements
As new management and delivery models emerge,
Evaluator Group believes the continued importance of
data is driving IT to adopt new storage technologies...
HP 3PAR Utility Storage Benefits Summary: NextGeneration Storage Virtual and Cloud Data Centers
By reducing or eliminating capital and operating
expenses, and by enhancing, accelerating, and
protecting application and service ROI, HP 3PAR Utility
Storage, powered...
All Storage White Papers

Storage Webcasts
Delivering Predictable iSCSI Storage Performance
in Congested Network Environments
Intel, NetApp, and Extreme Networks have worked
together to demonstrate how Extreme Networks
CLEAR-Flow technology can deliver predictable
performance for iSCSI traffic, even...
VMware vCloud Director QuickStart Series Part 2:
Architecting Your Cloud
This is part 2 of a two-part course series that covers
the multiple components of VMware vCloud™
solutions and services, discusses the relationships...
Accelerating Cloud Computing Adoption by Federal
Agencies
At VMware, we believe the key to accelerating safe and
secure adoption of cloud computing is to pool virtual
infrastructure resources in your...

types of data. Yet
splitting up fixed and
active data makes it
possible to use lessexpensive storage
technologies for less
volatile information.
"You can use what's
called capacity
storage instead of
performance
storage," Hill says.

Controlling costs: 11%
Provisioning storage: 8%
Deploying tiered storage solutions: 7%

Seven Emerging Trends in Endpoint Encryption
As breach notification laws began to emerge that
offered safe harbor protections for encrypted data,
enterprises found a renewed, and urgent, interest in...

Performing effective application restores: 6%
Generating accurate and useful reports on the environment:
6%
Maintaining a high backup success rate: 3%
Deploying effective multipath solutions: 2%
Other: 1%

VMware vCloud Director QuickStart Series Part 1:
Overview
This is part 1 of a two-part course series using a
mixture of conceptual slides and live demonstrations.
This course will present an...
All Storage Webcasts

Source:Forrester Research Inc. survey of 124 global IT
decision-makers currently using x86 server virtualization
technology, September-October, 2008

Capacity storage
usually comes in the
form of Serial ATA drives, which have higher capacity but cost less than
other options. "So you get more bang for your buck," Hill says. "That's one
thing that businesses can do: move some of their data to these lower-cost
drives."

Featured Storage Blog
Big data SMAQ-down
By Ben Golub
The term "big data," is getting thrown around a
lot these days, and in certain circles it is
threatening to overtake "cloud" as the most
overused and misused term in IT. Interestingly, some
of the large, traditional storage vendors are
embracing the term big data, using it as an umbrella
term for all large collections of data and hence an
umbrella term for all of their offerings. A more
nuanced understanding of big data actually shows it
to be antithesis of both the technology and the
business models of the traditional storage vendors.
more

O'Malley agrees that organizing content is a relatively easy way to cut
costs. "We have some high-performance applications that run on Fibre
Channel, and other applications that don't need that kind of performance
that we run on regular SATA types of disks, where we have a better price
for performance," he says.
Data de-duplication -- the process of eliminating redundant files -- can also
save precious storage space. Backup products that de-duplicate data at
the host level include Asigra's Televaulting, EMC's Avamar and Symantec's
Veritas NetBackup PureDisk. Disk libraries from Data Domain, Diligent
Technologies, EMC, Quantum and Sepaton de-duplicate data at the target
level, such as the desktop. Both methods determine whether data
segments or files are identical by running a file-level comparison or using a
hashing algorithm.
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Questions From IT Pros

21 Chrome Web Apps for Serious Work

How do I protect my privacy on Google+?

Why You Shouldn't Buy a Discounted
TouchPad Tablet

What's the best way to restore a Mac OS
X Lion drive?

Workplace Conflict: How to Diffuse
Battles with Co-Workers

How do I determine the cost of running
Hadoop?

What CIOs Need to Know About HP's
Acquisition of Autonomy

How do I prevent a SQL injection attack?
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IT Jobs
Software Engineer, Computer Engineer,...
Fort George G Meade, MD - National Security Agency (NSA)

» Read more at ITworld Answers
Chief Technology Officer
New York, NY - Purpose

Additional Resources
WHITE PAPER

Options for Protecting against Web Threats
This independent paper from senior analyst Jon Collins at FreeForm Dynamics
considers how Web-based security threats are evolving, within the context of IT
trends including mobile, home computing and other forms of remote access that
could potentially increase the attack surface of the companies. It defines the
scale and types of threat, what to look for in a corporate web security solution

Chief Technology Officer Job
Los Angeles, CA - Thomson Reuters-boston
Chief Technology Officer (CTO)
Boulder, CO - Motus IT
Senior Software Engineer, Office of the...
Sunnyvale, CA - Yahoo!
See All Jobs

Post a job for $295

and compares the different types of technological approach available to
companies and the processes that need to be considered for effective protection.

job title or company
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Read now.

WHITE PAPER

Enter the Security KnowledgeVault
Security is not an option. This KnowledgeVault Series offers professional advice
how to be proactive in the fight against cybercrimes and multi-layered security
threats; how to adopt a holistic approach to protecting and managing data; and
how to hire a qualified security assessor. Make security your Number 1 priority.
Read now.

WHITE PAPER

Guide to SMB Communications
To date, small businesses have been unable to cost justify an IP-based
communications system. This paper provides organizations with fewer than 250
employees a way to meet unique voice and data communications needs even
with a limited budget and small IT staff.
Read now.
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2011 Web Security
Report
The first few hours of a
new Web attack show
that traditional defenses
lack adequate
protection. This 2011 Web security
report details how cybercriminals have
modified their tactics to successfully
use the Web as their attack vector and
highlights the need for a Web defense
layer to evaluate dynamic Web links
leading to Web threats.

Magic Quadrant for
Secure Web Gateway
Web 2.0 and associated
malware threats
continue to drive the
secure Web gateway
market. This Gartner Magic Quadrant
ranks the key vendors in this market
and highlights their product
differentiators. Read Gartner's opinion
on on-premise solutions vs. cloudbased services and discover the
vendors that are leading the charge to
keep the Web secure.

Download this white paper

Corporate Web
Security — Market
Quadrant 2011
The corporate Web
security market has
many vendors offering
appliances, software, hosted services,
and hybrid solutions that help secure
and manage Web traffic. This Radicati
Market Quadrant evaluates key
features such as malware protection,
URL filtering, and data loss prevention
and ranks the market leaders
according to product functionality and
market share.

Download this white paper
Download this white paper
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